
Introducing the all new 
Generation 2, ENERGYLINE 
65. Advanced technology 
with over 20+ improvements 
allow for limitless straight 
lengths to be achieved 
through seamless joins with 
our unique Accu-Join system.

Energyline 65 boasts an efficacy 

up to 109lm/W and combined with 

its IP5X dust-resistant protection, 

results in class leading efficiency.

Installed with a UGR19 microprism, 

Energyline 65 provides assured user 

comfort, particularly in office spaces 

where people work for long hours.
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A licence to bear the FernMark is formal recognition of our product’s connection to New Zealand 
and clearly communicates our country of origin to consumers around the globe.

UGR19
Unified Glare Rating of 
19 or less, with a lumen 
output of 1250Im/m,  
ideal for lighting office 
work stations.

ACCU-JOIN
This unique innovation 
allows for light-tight, fast. 
low-risk installation and 
seamless joins between 
linear connections.

FACTORY FINISHED
Made in New Zealand, 
factory finished ready  
to install. No disassembly 
needed onsite. Swift 
delivery and fast, low  
risk installation.

CEILING WASH
As standard ceiling wash 
optic with a 120° ultrawide 
beam evenly illuminates 
light coloured ceilings.
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Surface Suspended 
/ Direct Only

8686

6565

Suspended / Direct 
/ Indirect

8686

6565

Recessed

7777

7272

6565

SPECIFYING PORTAL:  
ADVENTOR

Easily configure Energyline 65 through our user-friendly specifying 
portal: Adventor. Designed to uncomplicate your job. Adventor is 
easy-to-use and fast. The products you configure in Adventor we 
guarantee can be built for your project. This gives you peace of 
mind that your specification is achievable.

energyline.net/adventor

LIGHTING CONTROL

MOUNTING OPTIONS

OPTICS

DATA TABLE

We believe sustainability starts with products that are built to last, 
create real value and change the lives of those who use them.

Sustainable products reduce waste and provide synergy with our 
economy, environment and society.

Our 10 year warranty serves as a promise that our NZ made 
products are free from defects in materials and workmanship.

LUMEN OUTPUT Customisable

COLOUR White, Black or Custom

LIFETIME L80/B10 > 72khours

LIFETIME DRIVER 100,000hours

COI CYANOSIS 4000k CRI90 = COI compliant less than 3.3

MELANOPIC RATIO 0.712 (4000K)

Micro Prism

Wall Wash Optic

Ceiling Wash

35º Optic

Satin Diffuser

60º Optic

Double Wash Optic

90º OpticACCU-JOIN:  
Light-tight, seamless 
joins that prevent 
light leak.
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